Solution for crossword puzzle on page 23.

Around the Ring

ACROSS
1 “Cogito, ___ sum”
5 Rolling stone’s lack
9 Sonnet segments
14 One of a child’s temporary twenty
16 Bolivian capital
17 UVIC building with a clock tower
18 Easy ___ (simple)
19 Suffix for “Hallow”
20 Half and half
21 State of confusion
22 Non-PC suffix
23 Prescriptions, informally
25 Longest river entirely in Switzerland
26 Navigation aid
27 Survivor of many battles
31 Where some clubs are made
34 Actors’ quests
35 Costa del ___
36 Airline to Tel Aviv
37 “The ___” (UVIC publication)
38 Showers with flowers
39 Follower of Sun
40 Bakery Jure
41 ___ Carlo
42 Filled with self-doubt
44 Ghost’s cry
45 Genetic info carriers
46 Elevator entryway
48 Musician’s asset
51 Butting heads
53 Acorn or pecan
54 Bird that lays green eggs
55 North American flycatcher
56 UVIC building
59 Air Canada competitor, once
60 Scratch-test specialist
61 Cordwood measure
62 Golf ball holders
63 Physics Nobelist Victor who discovered cosmic radiation

DOWN
1 Awards night host
2 Gets one’s goat
3 Secluded valleys
4 Quebec cheese
5 Des ___ (Iowa)
6 ___ and aahed
7 Apt name for a cook
8 Pronoun for a ship
9 Rider and Bowman
10 ___-Hungarian Empire
11 UVIC library
12 Camembert’skin
13 Futures dealer?
15 Defeats decisively
21 Vader of “Star Wars”
24 Moved as a multitude
26 ___ Blas” (Lesage novel)
28 NYSE ___ (securities exchange)
29 Chimney sweepings
30 Otherwise
31 Half (prefix)
32 Musk of Tesla
33 UVic building (a student residence)
34 Low grade
37 Supporting beam
38 Try to win over
40 UVIC environment, for example
41 Bricklaying mixture
43 Make beloved
44 French bowling game
47 Jacques Tati’s “Mon ___”
48 Spine-tingling
49 Out of whack
50 Littlest ones in litters
51 iPhone add-ons
52 Sucking spot
56 McKinnon Gym safety item
57 Brewpub brew
58 “Yuck!”